Great News! *Name Change*

Founded in 1985 by Dr. Gilles Patry, Hydromantis, Inc. is an environmental software solutions company that began with a scientific R&D direction and led to the introduction of the world’s premier wastewater modeling and simulation software known as **GPS-X**.

**Hydromantis, Inc.**, which is continually recognized as the world leader in environmental modeling and simulation software for the global wastewater and water treatment industry, has implemented a new strategic direction.

The first part of the implementation affects the **Hydromantis Cambridge Group**, which was developed as an environmental consulting engineering group in 1998. The Cambridge Engineering Group has been acquired by **Wardrop**, a Tetra Tech Company to provide a powerful platform for collaboration, expertise, and resources.

The second part of the strategic plan deals with our **Hydromantis Hamilton Group**. In an effort to advance our continued independence (remaining 100% employee owned), committed focus on scientific R&D, and implement strategic funding partnerships, we have reorganized ourselves by amending our name to **Hydromantis Environmental Software Solutions, Inc.**

The name change “Hydromantis Environmental Software Solutions, Inc.” **embodies a single word, commitment; Commitment to our Clients, Industry and People.**
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